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Success in Logistics is always a TEAMWORK

“To be the leading provider of integrated high quality logistics solution, custom clearance & transportation, while providing value for service that exceeds customer expectation.”

Vision
"Coming together is a beginning. Keeping together is progress. Working together is success." --Henry Ford

Teamwork strives to provide end-to-end logistics solutions globally to enable our business partners seamlessly integrate & manage their business worldwide.

Specializing and consulting in a range of operations from maritime shipments to air freight and inland transportation, Teamwork’s advanced solutions, extensive network monitoring and strong co-operation with global logistic partners ensure optimum transit times, complete control and effortless connection till the final destination.

Our strategic freight services via Air & Ocean for Import & Export, are aptly complemented by Custom Clearances & tactical transportation as well as warehousing.
• Authorized custom house agent. (CHA LIC No. 11/2018 – AAACQ2516LCH)
• Authorized Economic Operator (AEO) certificate No INAAACQ2516LOF187
• Offering unparalleled Custom Clearing Services, Quest Cargo is always striving to be a trustworthy Custom Clearing Agents, offering world class Custom Clearing Services from India
• Key services include import/export customs clearance and associated solutions
Based out of the office in New Jersey, USA, International Logistics Associates LLC provides custom clearance and freight forwarding services which are complimentary to the well-established global freight and trade network.
Statistics

Partner Industries

Members

Engineering  Power & Gas  Retail  Pharma

Chemical  Automotive  Textiles

40+ Members
Operating for more than 10 years

Operations in 70+ Countries

Major Markets

USA
ITALY
Germany

Statistics
Turnover

Teamwork Global Logistics
- 2016-2017: +20%
- 2017-2018: +35%
- 2018-2019: +35%

Quest Cargo Pvt. Ltd.
- 2016-2017: +13%
- 2017-2018: +13%
- 2018-2019: +152%

Statistics
Services

Air freight
Sea freight
Customs
Transportation
Third country shipments by Air & Sea
Projects & Break-Bulk
Rejection & Re-Export / Repair - Return
Legal Compliance
SCM
Baggage Clearance
Air freight
Export & Import Consolidation

Services
Services

Sea freight
Export & Import Consolidation LCL/FCL/HAZ/ISO
Customs
Export & Import Clearance both by Sea/Air
Transportation
Container as well as Domestic Transportation

Services
Projects & Break-Bulk

Services
Third country shipments by Air & Sea

Services
Rejection & Re-Export / Repair – Return /SEZ/ FTWZ/ DPD

Services
Baggage Clearance
Duty free clearance of bonafide baggage. Handling inbound/outbound consular cargo of expats and NRIs

SCM
Warehousing & Distribution through strategic partnership

Services
Guidelines

Regulations

Legal Compliance
DGFT, COO, GSP (FORM A), ISAFTA, SVB, EPCG, ADV. LIC

Services
Baggage Clearance
Duty free clearance of bonafide baggage. Handling inbound/outbound consular cargo of expats and NRIs
Baggage Clearance

Being adept at management of clearance services and baggage handling, we pride ourselves in facilitation and provision of below services

**Outbound and Inbound Services**
- Provision of extensive assistance on necessary documents and application for individual

**Field Operations**
- **Own the entire job in the system:**
  - From client assistance with all paperwork pertaining to filling up forms, letters and application etc.
  - To Assistance with Invoice Preparation and collection

**Ancillary Services**
- Legalisation, Certification ,Notification

**The Teamwork Advantages**
- Ensure that all non-commercial and commercial paperwork is aligned to approved contract between Teamwork and client
- Ensure 100% data integrity and archiving within the confines of data privacy rules
- Strong Professional relationships with Government Authorities

Services
Web Based Track & Trace Solution

- The web based tracking system, facilitates access to real time data/information delivered to the concerned party

- Not only is the information highly accurate and reliable, this also means that it is available 24/7, from any part of the world
Online Tracking Advantages

**SHIPPER or MANUFACTURER**

- Real time online information
- Shipment status for all transactions
- Regular updates online
- Pick up to door delivery update
- Immediate shipment planning details
- Search – invoice / container wise
- MIS reports with various options
- Extract of information to excel

**CONSIGNEE / BUYER**

- Planning & loading visibility
- Visibility on forecast / planning
- Improved customer satisfaction
- Transparent real time information
- Realtime online information
- Transit time & arrival predictability
- Improved production & distribution
- Arrival Proof of Delivery Updation in PDF
- Healthy relation among all parties
Future Market Scope
Future Market Scope

What will the logistics marketplace look like in five to ten years? That’s still a very open question. The future scenarios involve combinations of below four factors, weighted according to how important specific trends become:

1. **Sharing the PI(e):** The growth of collaborative working allows the current market leaders to retain their dominance. This could for example see a greater use of ‘Physical Internet’ (or ‘PI’) solutions, based on a move towards more standardised shipment sizes, labelling and systems.

2. **Start-up, shake up:** New entrants in the form of startups may make a bigger impact. The most challenging and costly last mile of delivery, in particular, becomes more fragmented, exploiting new technologies like platform and crowd-sharing solutions. These startups collaborate with incumbents and complement their service offers.

3. **Complex competition:** The competitive set may evolve in a different direction, as large industrial or retail customers and suppliers become players in the logistics market themselves, not just managing their own logistics but turning that expertise into a profitable business model.

4. **Scale matters:** As the current market leaders compete for a dominant market position by acquiring smaller players, achieving scale through consolidation, and innovation through the acquisition of smaller entrepreneurial start-ups will be a major factor in deciding who reaches the perceived end of the race.
Head quarters
704, 7th floor. Mayuresh Chambers, Plot No. 60, Sector -11, CBD Belapur, Navi Mumbai, Maharashtra, India- 400614
Phone - 022 40240778 /79 /80. Fax - 022 40240777

Air Cargo Complex
Office no. 209, 2nd Floor, Sahar Cargo Estate Building J.B. Nagar, V.M.Shah Marg Andheri (East), Mumbai: 400099
Tel: 022 61371500 (100 lines)

Punjab CFS
Punjab Conware CFS, O & m – Gateway Distriparks ltd, Plot no.2, sect-2, D’node, 2nd floor, cabine no. 212 Navi mumbai-400707
Ph no. 022-27242501

DELHI
C-53, 3RD FLOOR, Shashi Garden, OPP. Dena Bank (Pocket-V), Mayur Vihár, Phase-I, New Delhi-110091
Phone : +91 11 22756640

CHENNAI
Begum Ispahani Complex, 2ND Floor, New # 91; Old # 44, Armenian Street, Chennai 600 001. India
Phone : +91 44 42159295

Our Offices in India
Contact Information

Thank You

Reach out to us:

Email: info@teamworklogistics.com
sales@teamworklogistics.com

Phone: 022 40240778 /779 /780